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A desarrangement is a permutation whose first ascent is even. The first author 
introduced this class of permutations for the purpose of combinatorially explaining 
a standard recurrence relation for the number of derangements of n elements. He 
gave a nice bijection between derangements and desarrangements. Here we extend 
his bijection to obtain more refined enumeration results relating derangements and 
desarrangements. In particular, we construct a bijection between descent classes of 
derangements and descent classes of desarrangements. The following monotonicity 
result is a consequence of this correspondence: In any (nontrivial) descent class the 
number of permutations with exactly k fixed points decreases as k increases. © 1993 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The recurrence relation 
d. = rid. i+( -1 )  - (1-1) 
for the number of derangements dn of n elements follows easily from the 
classical alternating sum formula for d,, but is not directly apparent from 
the definition. Combinatorial interpretations of the recurrence relation were 
given by Remmel [R], Wilf [Wi], and D~sarm~nien [D].  D6sarm6nien's 
interpretation involves a natural bijection between Dn, the set of 
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derangements of n elements, and En, a class of permutations of n elements 
which are characterized by their first ascent being even. We call such per- 
mutations desarrangements. The number of desarrangements IEnf satisfies 
the above recurrence relation (1-1) in a natural way. 
In this paper, we study the class of desarrangements further. In par- 
ticular, we demonstrate how the class of desarrangements provides a 
framework for enumerating descent classes of derangements and more 
generally, descent classes of permutations with a given number of fixed 
points. In a previous paper [DW],  we refined D6sarm6nien's earlier work 
by showing that the number of derangements with a given descent set 
equals the number of desarrangements whose inverses have the same 
descent set. The proof uses symmetric function theory. Here we give a 
bijective proof of this result. Although D6sarm6nien's original bijection 
from D n to E n does not take descent sets to inverse descent sets, we are 
able to generalize it to obtain a bijection that does. 
The original bijection is described in Section 2 and the generalization is 
described in Section 3. In Section 4 we use the notion of Lyndon factoriza- 
tion and a construction of Gessel and Reutenauer [GR]  to prove that our 
map is indeed a bijection. In Section 5, we generalize the results of Section 3 
from derangements o permutations with a given number of fixed points. 
We also give an alternative proof of our result which is inductive and 
makes use of a bijection of Wachs [W]. This inductive proof can be used 
to obtain another bijection from descent classes of derangements to descent 
classes of desarrangements. 
In Section 6, we show how the study of desarrangements leads to 
the curious monotonicity result that in any nontrivial descent class, the 
number of permutations with exactly k fixed points decreases as k 
increases. The proof relies, in part, on a simple descent set preserving 
bijection on permutations. Our bijections also provide a solution to a 
problem of Gessel [G1, G2] in which he asks for a bijective proof of the 
fact that in any nontrivial descent class, the number of permutations with 
exactly one fixed point equals the number of derangements. 
In Section7, we use our results on desarrangements o give a 
combinatorial derivation of a major index q-analogue of (1-1). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall view permutations in the symmetric group Sen as words 
with n distinct letters in {1, 2, ..., n}. More generally, for a multiset 
M = { 1 kl, 2 k: ..... mkm}, 5PM denotes the set of permutations of M, which are 
words in which the letter i appears exactly ki times for each i-- 1, 2, ..., m. 
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We denote the ith letter of w eSeM by w(i), for i=  1,2 ..... n, where 
n=kl  +k2+ ... +km. Thus, w is the word w(1) w(2)-..w(n). 
A descent of a permutation a 6 5e~ is a position i such that 1 ~< i ~< n - 1 
and a(i)>a(i+l).  We denote the set of descents of a by des(a). For 
example, des(312645)= {1,4}. An ascent of a permutation a~Se, is a 
position i such that i = n or 1 ~< i ~< n - 1 and or(i) < tr(i + 1). For example, 
the ascents of the permutation 312645 are 2, 3, 5 and 6. 
We define a desarrangement to be a permutation whose first (i.e., mini- 
mum) ascent is even. Let En denote the set of all desarrangements in 5e~. 
For example, E I=~,  E2 = {21}, E3= {213, 312} and E4 = {3241, 3142, 
2143, 2134, 4231, 4132, 4123, 3124, 4321}. We denote the decreasing word 
n, n - 1 ..... 1 by 6n and note that 6~ ~ En if and only if n is even. 
The combinatorial interpretation of the recurrence (1-1 ) that is given in 
[D]  proceeds as follows. First observe that IEnl satisfies the recurrence 
given in (1-1); i.e., 
[E~[=nFEn_~[+(-1)". (2-1) 
Indeed, for each a e E~ (except a = 6n, when n is even), there corresponds 
a permutation a 'eEn_ l  obtained by removing the last letter of a 
and reducing the remaining letters, i.e., replacing each a(i), such that 
a(i) > a(n), by ~r(i) - 1. Clearly, each a' e En_ 1 is obtained from n different 
a e E,,  except for a' = 6,_ 1, which is obtained from n - 1 different elements 
of E~, when n is odd. 
The bijection (~:D,~En given in [D]  is defined as follows: First 
express a eDn in cycle form with the smallest letter of each cycle in 
second position and the cycles arranged so that the smallest letters are in 
decreasing order. Then let ~b(a) be the word obtained by dropping the 
parentheses. For example, if a is the derangement 26431587 then ~r in cycle 
form is (87)(43)(5126) and ~b(cr) is 87435126. Note that the first ascent of 
87435126 is 4, which is even, and therefore ~b(a) is a desarrangement. It is 
not difficult to see that the first ascent of ~b(a) is even for general a and that 
~b is invertible, which concludes the combinatorial derivation of (1-1). 
The q-derangement umbers are polynomials in q defined for each n > 0 
by 
d~(q)= ~ qmaj(~), 
~r E Dn 
where maj is the major index permutation statistic of MacMahon [M],  
defined by 
maj(a)= ~ i. 
i~ des(~,) 
582a/64/2-12 
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For each integer n ~> 1, let [n] denote the polynomial 1 + q + q2+ ... + 
qn-t and let [n ] != [n ] [n -  1] ... [1]. We also let [0 ] != 1. 
The following q-analogue of the classical formula for derangement 
numbers was derived by Gessel [G1 ] and by Wachs [W], using different 
techniques : 
n 
d.(q)=[n]! ~ ( -1 )kq  (~). 
It follows easily from this formula that dn(q) satisfies the recurrence 
~[n]d,_,(q)+(-1)"q ('~), for n>l  
d,(q)=l 0, for n=l ,  (2-2) 
which is clearly a q-analogue of (1-1). In Section7 it is shown 
combinatorially that the q-desarrangement numbers 
e, (q)= ~ q maj(~-I) 
a~En 
satisfy the recurrence (2-2) as well. Consequently, we have 
d,(q)=e,(q). (2-3) 
One is naturally led to ask whether the bijection ~b:Dn ~ En implies this 
equality. It turns out that this is not the case since maj(a) is not equal 
to maj(~,b(a) -1) in general. In the next section we construct a bijection 
which not only implies (2-3) but also implies the stronger esult that the 
number of derangements with a given descent set equals the number of 
desarrangements whose inverses have the same descent set. 
3. A DESCENT CLASS BIJECTION 
For J ~ ( 1, 2 ..... n -- 1 } and W ~_ 5e~, let 
W J = {a e W[ des(a) _ J} 
and 
sW= {a ~ WI ides(a) _~ J}, 
where ides(a)=des(a-a). Note that ides(a) is simply the set of all 
i ~ { 1, 2, ..., n - 1 } for which the letter i + 1 appears omewhere to the left 
of the letter i in a. For example, ides(32514)= {1, 2, 4}. Our goal in this 
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section is to construct an explicit bijection between the descent classes D, s, 
and JEn. It follows from this by inclusion-exclusion that the descent classes 
{o. s Dn I des(o,) = J} and {o. ~En ]ides(o.) = J} have the same cardinality. 
Also the Garsia-Milne involution principal [GM]  (cf. [$2, SW]) enables 
one to use the bijection between D~ and JE n to construct an explicit 
bijection between {o. s D, ]des(o.) = J} and {o. e E, I ides(a) = J}. 
The bijection ~b:D~ s-"  JEn is constructed by composing four maps. The 
first map is a restriction to D J of a bijection on ~ known as Foata's first 
fundamental transformation [L, Section 10.2]. For any o. E 5~ decompose o.
into a product of disjoint cycles. Write each cycle with the smallest element 
first and then order the cycles in decreasing order of smallest elements. We 
refer to this representation f o. as the standard cycle form. Now define 6 
to be the word obtained from a by writing it in standard cycle form and 
erasing parentheses. Foata's first fundamental transformation is the map 
~-~ & This is a bijection from ~ to itself. For example, let o. = 215463. Its 
standard cycle representation is (4)(356)(12) and 6 = 435612. 
For a multiset M= {1 kl, 2 k2 ..... m k~} and o- ~ 5v~, where k I +k2- l -  - - '  -}- 
km=n, let o.~)eSPM be obtained from o. by replacing the smallest kl 
letters of o. by 1, the next smallest k2 letters by 2, etc. For example, if 
M= {12, 2, 32} and 0-=31542 then o.M=21331. Conversely, for WES°M, 
let ~e  ~ be the word obtained from w by replacing the subwoM of kl 
l's by the subword 1, 2, ..., k~, the subword of k 2 2's by the subword k~ + 1, 
k1+2 .... , k l+k2 ,  etc.. For example, if w=21331 then #=31452. For a 
suitable domain, o.~--~o. ~t and w~--~rv are inverse maps. That is, 
the two maps are inverse bijections between JSP~ and O%t, where 
J=  {kl, kl  + k2, ..-, k l  + k2 q- "'" + km 1 }. 
For any totally ordered alphabet A (the integers will do), let A + denote 
the set of all words of positive length over the alphabet A. 
DEFINITION. We define a decreasing factorization of a word w E A + to 
be a sequence of words (wl, w2 ..... wr) such that 
(1) w = WlW2"''Wr (the operation is concatenation) 
(2) each wi is of the form aJ, i'ui, where a ieA,  j i>0 ,  and 
ui~ {x~AIx>a i}  + 
(3) al)a2>~ ... >>.a~. 
EXAMPLE. (23, 2255, 114423, 14) is a decreasing factorization of 
23225511442314. 
Note that not all words admit decreasing factorizations. For example, 
the words 111 and 3212 do not admit decreasing factorizations. 
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LEMMA 3.1. I f  w6A + admits a decreasing factorization then the 
decreasing factorization is unique. 
Proof Clearly ar is the smallest letter of w. The subword wr is deter- 
mined by finding the position of the rightmost occurrence of ar in w, then 
moving from that position to the left until a letter strictly greater than ar 
(or possibly the beginning of w) is reached. Since (Wl, w2 ..... wr 1) is 
clearly a decreasing factorization of w lw2""w~ 1, the subwords 
Wl, w2 ..... Wr-1 are uniquely determined by induction on the length of 
w. | 
If w admits a decreasing factorization (wl, w2 ..... w~) then define 
~(w) = ~1~ ' ~ ,  (3-1) 
where k i i s  the word obtained f fomwi by cyclically moving the lastletter 
of w~to the beginning of w~. For example, 
7(23225511442314)=~(23-2255.114423-14) 
=32.5225.311442.41 
= 32522531144241. 
We are now ready to construct our bijection. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let J=  {Jl, J2 ..... Jm-- ~ }, where 1 ~ j l  < J2 < "'" < 
Jm 1 <~n-- 1 and let M be the multiset {1 jl, 2 j2-jl, 3 j3-j~, ..., m "-jm 1}. The 
map ~" O ~ --* JE, defined by 
~b(a) = 7(6M) (3-2) 
is a b~jection. 
We delay the proof of Theorem 3.2 to Section 4. 
EXAMPLE. Let n=7 and J={2,3 ,5 ,6} .  Then M={12,21,32,41,51}. 
If a is the derangement 6753421 then des(a)= {2, 3, 5, 6} ~J .  So a~D~. 
We have 
a = (354)(1627) 
= 3541627 
aM = 2331415 = 233. 14-15 
7(6M) = 3234151 
7(~M) = 4356172. 
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Note that ides(4356172)= {2, 3} ~_J and that the first ascent of 4356172 is 
2. So ~b(o-) ~ SE,. 
Special Case. Let J = { 1, 2 ..... n - 1 }. Then M = { 1, 2 ..... n }, D, J = D,, 
and JE, = E,. Also aM = a for all a ~ 5~ and # = w for all w e 5PM. There- 
fore, the bijection defined by (3-2) reduces to the bijection ~b: Dn ~ E,, 
where ~b(a)= 7(6). It is not difficult to see that the cycles in the standard 
cycle representation f a form the factors of a decreasing factorization of 6. 
For example, if a = 6753421 = (354)(1627) then the decreasing factorization 
of 6 is 354. 1627. Hence, applying 7 to 6 amounts to putting the smallest 
element of each cycle of a in second position. Therefore the bijection 
defined by (3-2) in this special case is precisely the original bijection 
~b: D, ~ E, described in Section 2. 
COROLLARY 3.3 [DW].  For all J~_ {1, 2 ..... n -  1}, 
I {a ~ Dn Ides(a) = J}l = I{a ~ En I ides(a) = J}[. 
Remark. Although the Garsia-Milne involution principle applied to the 
bijection ~b produces an explicit bijection between the sets in Corollary 3.3, 
it remains an open problem to find a more direct bijection between these 
sets. The proof of Corollary 3.3 appearing in [DW] involves symmetric 
functions and is not bijective. 
4. LYNDON FACTORIZATIONS 
A word in A + is said to be primitive if it cannot be expressed as a power 
of shorter words. A primitive word is called a Lyndon word if it is 
lexicographically ess than all its cyclic rotations. For example, the word 
113122 is a Lyndon word since it is lexicographically ess than its cyclic 
rotations, 131221, 312211, 122113, 221131, and 211312. 
DEFINITION. A Lyndon factorization of w e A + 
(wl, w2 ..... wk) such that 
(1) w i is a Lyndon word for all i-- 1, 2, ..., k 
(2) w = w~w2. . ,  wk 
(3) w~ ~> w2 ~> "" /> wx (in lexicographical order). 
is a sequence 
THEOREM 4.1 (Lyndon [L, Theorem 5.1.5]). Every word in A + admits 
a unique Lyndon factorization. 
The Lyndon type of a word w ~ A + is the partition of l(w) whose parts 
are l(wi), i= 1, 2 ..... k, where (w~, w 2 ..... Wk) is the Lyndon factorization of 
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w and l(w) is the length of the word w. For example, the Lyndon factoriza- 
tion of the word 23323321415 is (233, 233, 2, 1415) and its Lyndon 
type is 4, 3, 3, 1. Recall that the cycle type of a permutation a e ~ is the 
partition of n whose parts are the lengths of the cycles in the cycle 
decomposition of a. Also recall the operators ~ and aM defined in 
Section 3. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let J=  {Jl, J2, ..., Jm-1}, where 1 <<.jl <J2 < "'" < 
Jm_ l ~ n -1 ,  and let M be the multiset { l J1, 2J2- J1, 3 j3 J2, ..., mn Jm 1). The 
map ~ : s 5e n ~ 5eg defined by ~b(cr) = 6M is a bijection which takes cycle type 
to Lyndon type; i.e., the cycle type of  tr equals the Lyndon type of  riM. 
Proof We employ a construction of Gessel and Reutenauer [GR]  
which involves objects which we call ornaments. A necklace is defined to be 
a primitive circular word on the alphabet A ; i.e., an equivalence class of a 
primitive word under cyclic rotation. An ornament is a multiset of necklaces. 
The type 2(r) of an ornament z is the partition formed by the lengths of its 
necklaces. 
Gessel and Reutenauer define a bijection which associates with each 
ornament z ~ ~-'g of type 2 a permutation a ~ 5Pn J of cycle type 2. Note that 
by thinking of the cycles of a permutation as necklaces, one can view a 
permutation of cycle type 2 as an ornament of ornament type 2 with distinct 
letters. To obtain a from z, we replace the letters of z with n distinct letters 
as follows. Each position x of the ornament z is associated with the infinite 
word Wx obtained by starting at position x and repeatedly reading the 
circular word in a clockwise direction. Note that if Wx = Wy and x ¢ y then 
x and y are positions in distinct copies of identical necklaces of the 
ornament, since the necklaces are primitive. We fix an ordering for each 
collection of identical necklaces. The lexicographical ordering of the infinite 
words together with the fixed ordering of identical necklaces allows us to 
assign distinct letters from 1 to n to each position of the ornament and 
thereby obtain a. That is, position x is assigned a letter smaller than that 
of position y if either w x is lexicographically smaller than Wy, or wx = w e 
and the necklace containing position x precedes the necklace containing 
position y in the fixed ordering of identical necklaces. It is not difficult to 
see that the resulting permutation a is independent of the choice of fixed 
ordering of identical necklaces. 
We illustrate this construction with the following example. Let M be the 
multiset {15, 2, 32, 42}. Then J=  {5, 6, 8}. Let z be the ornament 
(2)(1, 4)(1, 3)(1, 3)(1, 1, 4), 
where the necklaces are the circular words enclosed by parentheses. Label 
the 10 positions from left to right. We then have wl = 2222 .... w2 = 141414 .... 
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w3=414141 .... w4= 131313.., w5=313131 .... w6= 131313 .... w7= 313131..., 
w 8 = 114114114 .... w 9 = 141141141 .... Wl0 = 411411411 .... The lexicographi- 
cal ordering of words is 
W8<~W4~-W6~W9~W2~WI  ~W5~WT~WIo~W3 , 
Hence position 8 is assigned the letter 1, position 4 is assigned the letter 2, 
position 6 is assigned the letter 3, etc. The resulting permutation a in cycle 
form is 
(6)(5, 10)(2, 7)(3, 8)(1, 4, 9). 
Clearly the ornament ype of z equals the cycle type of a and since a in 
word form is 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 6, 2, 3, 1, 5, we have des(a)= {5, 6, 8}_ J .  
We shall let F: YM -~ 5e, J denote the Gessel and Reutenauer bijection. In 
what follows we make use only of the fact that F is well defined. For the 
sake of completeness, we include a proof of this fact. Let ~ e Y-M and let 
a = F(z). Let x/ be the position in z such that w~, is the ith word in the 
lexicographical ordering of infinite words (i.e., F assigns the letter i to 
position x;). Let z(x) be the letter that is in position x of z. Then since z(x;) 
is the first letter of Wx;, 
z(x l )  <~ z(x2) <~ ... <~ r(x.). (4-1) 
Suppose i E des(a). We claim that 
~(xi) < z(xi+ 1). (4-2) 
If not, then z(x/)= r(x;+ t). This means that the first letters of the words w~; 
and Wxi+~ are equal. It follows that the word u obtained by removing the 
first letter of Wxi is lexicographically ess than or equal to the word v 
obtained by removing the first letter of Wx,+l. But u is the infinite word 
obtained by starting one position after position x i in the necklace. This is 
precisely position x~(;). Hence u = Wxo(,v Similarly v = w~o~,+~. 
We now have u= wxo~;~ is lexicographically less than or equal to 
V=Wxo(;+~v If u is strictly less than v then clearly a ( i )<a( i+ l ) ,  which 
contradicts the fact that iedes(~r). On the other hand if u=-v then 
w~;= Wx;÷~ and therefore the necklace containing position x; precedes the 
necklace containing position X;+l. Since x; and x~(;) are positions in the 
same necklace and likewise for x;+l and xo(~+l), the necklace containing 
position xo(i) precedes the necklace containing position x~(;+ 1). Hence, we 
again arrive at the contradiction a(i) < a(i + 1 ). We may now conclude that 
(4-2) holds. It follows from (4-1) and (4-2) that i e J. Therefore, des(a)_  J, 
which means that a E 5~ s. We have thus shown that F is well defined. 
We now construct a simple bijection t/:Se M --* ~-M which takes Lyndon 
type to ornament type. By the Lyndon Factorization Theorem (Theorem 4.1 ) 
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each w e6eM has a unique Lyndon factorization wlw2.. .wk.  The cycle 
rotation equivalence class of each wi is a necklace. Hence, the Lyndon 
factorization of w corresponds to a multiset of necklaces, i.e., an ornament. 
Let q(w) be that ornament. 
Clearly, the composition For/:6~M~SP~ s takes Lyndon type to cycle 
type. We claim that it also is the inverse of O. It is an easy observation that 
O(F(q(w)))=w for all w~6eM. Since I~Ml=(jl,J2__Jln.. . . .  Jm 1)=15P~1 , we 
may conclude that the composition is indeed the inverse of ~ and that ~b 
is a bijection that takes cycle type to Lyndon type. 
We remark here that the fact that F is a bijection also follows from 
the fact that F o r/ is the inverse of ~k. Indeed, F= ~k-lo q 1, which is the 
composition of two bijections. I 
LEMMA 4.3. A word admits a decreasing factorization if and only if its 
Lyndon factorization has no words of length 1. 
Proof ( ~ ) First we observe that any Lyndon word of length greater 
than 1 admits a decreasing factorization. Indeed, if w is a Lyndon word 
with smallest letter a then w is of the form 
a J lu  1 a J lu2  . . . a J rUr ,  
where j i>O and uee {x~Alx>a} +. Now if w is a word with Lyndon 
factorization wlw: ' . .wk  and the length of each we is greater than 1, then 
the decreasing factorizations of the wi combine to form a decreasing 
factorization of w. 
( =, ) We claim that any factorization of a word w = wl w2..- wk into 
Lyndon words we is a refinement of a Lyndon factorization. This follows 
from induction on k and the fact that if we< Wi+l then wiwi+ 1 is a Lyndon 
word (cf. I-L, Proposition 5.1.3]). Since the factors in a decreasing fac- 
torization are Lyndon words, it follows from the claim that a decreasing 
factorization is a refinement of a Lyndon factorization. Consequently, since 
all the factors in a decreasing factorization of a word have length greater 
than 1, all the Lyndon factors of that word also have length greater 
than 1. | 
We need to extend the notion of desarrangement to multiset permuta- 
tions. An ascent of w is a position i such that i = n or w(i) ~ w(i + 1). Let 
EM = { w ~ 6~M Ifirst ascent of w is even } 
and let 
D M = { w ~ 6eM Iw admits a decreasing factorization }. 
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LEMMA 4.4. The map 7 defined by (3-1) is a bijection from DM onto Em. 
Proof We first show that if w E DM then 7(w) E EM. Let (wt, w2 ..... wr) 
be a decreasing factorization of w. Let j  be the smallest i such that I(wi)> 2 
(if such i exist). Note that the first ascent of 7(w) = #1 #2""  #r occurs either 
at the second letter of #j or at the end (second letter) of an earlier #i. In 
both cases, the factor containing the ascent is preceded only by factors of 
length 2. Therefore the first ascent of 7(w) is even. 
To show 7 is a bijection we describe 7 -1. For v~Eg,  let i be the 
rightmost position satisfying v(i)= 1 and v( i -1 )> 1. We know that such 
an i exists, for otherwise v(1)= 1, which would imply that the first ascent 
of v is 1 which is odd. Let w' be the word v( i )v( i+l) . . .v(n)v( i -1) .  
Clearly w' is a string of l's followed by strictly greater letters. Since the first 
ascent of v is even and is either i, i -2  or some j< i -2 ,  the word 
v(1) v (2 ) - - -v ( i -2 )  has even first ascent as well. If v (1 )v (2) - - .v ( i -2 )  is 
the null word, 7-1(v)=w'.  Otherwise, 7-1(v) can be obtained by recur- 
sively applying 7 1 to v(t )v(2) . . .v( i -2)  and then concatenating the 
resulting word with w'. | 
We are finally ready to prove that the map defined by (3-2) is indeed a 
bijection from D s onto SE n. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. It follows from Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 that 
the map a ~ 6g  is a bijection from D s onto D~t. We also have that the 
bijection w ~ # from 5PM onto J~  restricts to a bijection from EM onto 
~E,, since the set of ascents of w is clearly equal to the set of ascents 
of # for all w e 5P u. The result now follows from the fact that the map 
O" D s --" JE~ is the composition of the three bijections 
D~ ~M DM ~ ~ EM ,~, , jE  n 
with Lemma 4.4 providing the middle link. | 
5. FIXED POINTS 
In this section we generalize the results of Section 3 and give yet another 
proof of Corollary 3.3. For 0 ~< k ~ n, let 
F,k = {a e Sepia has exactly k fixed points } 
and 
Enk= {aeS~la(1)  < o-(2) < ... <a(k)  and 
a(k + 1 ) a(k + 2)-. .  a(n) is a desarrangement }. 
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THEOREM 5.1. For all k <~ n and J ~_ { 1, 2, ..., n - 1 }, 
[ {a ~ Fnkl des(a)= J}l = [ {a 6 Enk[ ides(a)=J}[. 
First Proof The bijection of Theorem 3.2 can be modified to give a 
bijection from Fn~ to JErk. First 6 is modified so that 6 is the word 
obtained by writing the k fixed points of a in increasing order followed by 
the remaining cycles of a written in standard cycle form with parentheses 
erased. For example, if a=72546318 then 6=24835617. We also modify 
7(w) so that 
7(w) = w(1) w(2).. ,  w(k) . ~v, w2 "'" 7vr, 
where (w,, w2 .... , wr) is the decreasing factorization of w(k + 1) w(k + 2). . .  
w(n). We leave it to the reader to go through the details of Section 4 in 
order to verify that the map qk'F~Sk ~ "lEnk defined by (3-2) with modified 
6 and 7 is indeed a bijection. The result then follows from I F~ I  = ISE~kl by 
inclusion-exclusion. | 
Second Proof We use induction on n. The result is trivial for n = 1 and 
n=k,  so assumen>l  andn>k.  
Case 1. Let k~> 1. First we need some terminology and notation. 
For any subset U_~Se~, let U -1 denote the set {a- ' laeU}.  For any 
permutation c~ e 6eA, where A = {aa < a2 < ... < ak}, define the reduction of 
c~ to be the permutation in 6ek obtained from e by replacing each letter ag 
by i. For U__c ~,  let U[A] denote the set {~ e 6CA I reduction of ~ e U}. The 
derangement part of a permutation a 6 5°~, denoted p(cr), is defined to be 
the reduction of the subword of nonfixed points of o-. 
Note that F,k can be partitioned into disjoint sets as 
Fnk= ~ {aE~ldp(a)=~}, (5-1) 
c~ E Dn k 
where S~ denotes disjoint union. For permutations ~ and fl on complemen- 
tary subsets of {1, 2 ..... n}, let Sh(a, fl) denote the set of all shuffles of 
and fl, i.e., permutations in St, which contain ~ and fl as complementary 
subwords. It is not difficult to see that E~ 1 can be partitioned as 
E~'= ~ Sh(ek, c~), (5-2) 
cte E -n lk [{k  + l , k  + 2, . . . ,n}]  
where ek denotes the increasing word 12..-k. 
By induction we have 
I{c~O,  kldes(cc)=J}l = I{ot~E~_kldes(~)=J}l 
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is a descent set 
(5-3) 
o~ c Dn-k  
o: ~ Dn-  k 
I{a e Sh(ek, 0(a)) [ des(a) = J}l 
= ~ I{a e Sh(~k, a) [ des(a) = J}l 
ct~En l_k [{k+ 1,k + 2,...,n} ] 
= t{aeE~l [des(a )  = J}l, 
which completes the proof for k >~ 1. 
Case 2. Let k = 0. Note that for each a e 5P~ there is a unique i such 
that a e E,i. Hence 5e~ = Zi~>o E,i. It follows from this and from Case 1 that 
I{a e D. Ides(a) = J}l 
= ]{ae~ldes(a )=J} l -  2 I{aeF . i ldes (a )=J} l  
i~>l 
- - I{ae~l ides (a ) - - J} l -  ~, I{aeE.,ilides(a)=J}l 
=l{aeE,,lides(a)=J}[. |
for all j c_ {1, 2, ..., n-k -1} .  This means that there 
preserving bijection, 
tp'Dn_~En~_~[{k+ 1, k+2, . . . ,  n}]. 
We claim that for all J _{1 ,2  ..... n - l}  andaeDn k, 
] {a e 5D~ Ldp(a) = a, des(a) = Y}l 
= I{a ~ Sh(~k, tp(a)) Ides(a) = J} l .  (5-4) 
In [W, Theorem 2], permutations a' and fi are constructed on complemen- 
tary subsets of {1, 2 ..... n} of sizes n -k  and k, respectively, such that 
des(a) = des(a'), fi is increasing, and 
I{a ~ 5P~ Idp(a) = a, des(a) = J}l 
= I{a E Sh(~, a') I des(a) = J}l. (5-5) 
From [$1, Theorem 9.1] (see also [BW, Proposition 4.1]), we have that 
[{a E Sh(fl, a') I des(a) = J}[ 
= I{a ~ Sh(ek, 0(a)) I des(a) = J} I, (5-6) 
since des(0(a) )=des(a)=des(a ' )  nd des(ek)=des(fl). The claim (5-4) 
now follows from (5-5) and (5-6). 
By (5-1), (5-2), (5-3), and (5-4), we have for all jc_ {1, 2, ..., n -  1} 
I {a ~ F,,kl des(a) =J} l  
= ~ I{as~9°. ldp(a)=a, des(a)=J} l  
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Remark. The inductive proof of Theorem 5.1 can be "bijectivized." That 
is, a descent set preserving bijection between the sets Fnk and E,k 1 can be 
constructed recursively, using the Garsia-Milne involution principle [GM ] 
(see [$2, SW]). Such a bijection is made up of the descent set preserving 
bijection from {a ~ ~ldp(a)  = ~} onto Sh(~', fl) given in [W, Theorem 2] 
and the descent set preserving bijection from Sh(e', fl) onto Sh(ek, ~b(a)) 
given in the proof of [BW, Proposition 4.1]. The question of whether the 
bijection associated with the first proof and the bijection associated with 
the second proof have more direct descriptions remains to be answered. 
6. MONOTONICITY OF FIXED POINT NUMBERS ON DESCENT CLASSES 
Consider the following "bumping algorithm" applied to the word a • ~.  
(1) Initially, set a = a(1), delete a(1) from the word a, and letp point 
to the beginning of the resulting word or(2) a(3)..- a(n). 
(2) Scan the current word starting from position p until the letter 
a + 1 or a -  1 is reached. 
(3) If neither letter is reached then place a at the end of the word and 
stop. Otherwise set b equal to the letter that is reached and let a bump b 
(i.e., a replaces b in the word). Then let p point to the letter to the right 
of a in the resulting word. 
(4) Set a = b and repeat step (2). 
For example, let 
a = 269753148. 
First 2 bumps 3, then 3 bumps 4, and finally 4 is placed at the end of the 
word. The resulting word is 
697521384. 
Note that the bumping sequence 2, 3, 4 is monotonic. It is easy to see that 
the bumping sequence is always monotonic and consecutive. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let O: ~ ~ S,P~ be the map defined by lett&g O(a) be the 
permutation obtained by applying the bumping algorithm to a. Then 0 is a 
bijection such that 
(1) for all a~Sen, ides(a)=ides(0(a)); 
(2) for 2~<k~<n-2, O(En, k)~__En, k_l; 
(3) O(Enl--{6n})=Eno--{6n), where 6~ is the decreasing word of 
length n. 
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Proof It is easy to see that if we apply the bumping algorithm to O(a) 
from right to left rather than from left to right then we get back a. Hence, 
O-l(a) can be described as (0(aR)) R, where a R denotes the reserve of a, i.e., 
a(n) ~r(n- 1)--. a(1). Consequently, 0 is a bijection. 
The proof of (1) relies on the observation that the bumping algorithm 
never switches the order of consecutive l tters. Hence ides is preserved. 
To prove (2), let a e Enk. Note that if a' = O(a) then 
des(a(2) a(3).. .a(n))=des(a'(1)a'(2). . .a'(n-1)),  (6-1) 
since replacing a letter with a consecutive letter that does not already 
appear in the word leaves the descent set of the word unchanged. 
Therefore, since a(2) a(3)...a(n) is the concatenation of an increasing 
word of length k -  1 and a desarrangement of length n - k, the same is true 
for a'(1) a ' (2)- - .a ' (n - 1). Hence a'(1) a ' (2 ) . . .a ' (k -  1) is increasing and 
a'(k) a'(k + 1)... a'(n - 1) is a desarrangement. 
To show that a'~ En, k 1, we need only show that a'(k) a'(k + 1). . -a '(n)  
is a desarrangement as well. The only way that it could fail to be is if the 
first ascent of a'(k)a'(k+ 1) . - -a ' (n -1 )  occurred at the end of the word 
and a' (n-1)  > a'(n), that is, if 
a'(k)>a'(k+ 1)> ..- > a'(n). (6-2) 
It follows from this and (6-1) that a (1)a(2) . . .a (n)  is unimodal; that is, 
a (1 )<a(2)< .-. <a(k)  and a(k+l )>a(k+2)>. . .  >a(n). 
The unimodality of a implies that a ( l )+  1 appears to the left of ~(1) -1  
or a(1)= 1, which implies that a(1) bumps a(1)+ 1 rather than a (1) -  1 on 
the first pass of the algorithm. This implies that a will bump a + 1 rather 
than a -  1 on each subsequent pass. Let b be the last letter that is bumped. 
Then a'(n)=b. Also either b=n or b+ 1 appears to the left of b in a. 
The former case is impossible because of (6-2). In the latter case, b would 
have to appear on the decreasing segment of the unimodal word a. 
Hence, b = a(i), where i>~ k + 1. But since b -  1 is the letter that bumped 
b, a ' ( i -1 )=b-1 .  This contradicts (6-2) since a'(n)=b. Therefore, 
a'(k) a'(k+ 1). . -~'(n) is indeed a desarrangement and (2) holds. 
To prove (3), let a ~ En l -  {l~n}. Just as in the proof of (2), the only way 
that O(a) could fail to be in Eno-  {6n} is if O(a)= fin. But this is impossible 
since 0(6~) = 6~. Therefore 
O(Enl- {On})~Eno- {•n}" 
Now let a 'eEno-{bn} and a=O-l(a'). We need to show that 
aeE,1-{f in}.  Since the first ascent of a' is even, the first ascent of 
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a' (1)a ' (2) . . .a ' (n -1)  is even unless a' is decreasing and n is even. But 
this is impossible since a'#bn. Therefore G'(1)a' (2) . . .a ' (n-1)  is a 
desarrangement. By (6-1), so is a(2)a(3). . -a(n).  Therefore a e E,1. Since 
0(6n)=6,, a#3, .  Hence acE ,  l -{6 ,}  and (3)holds. | 
For O<~k<~n and J _  {1, 2 , . . . ,n -1},  let f ,k(J) be the number of 
permutations in 5P~ with k fixed points and descent set J. The bumping 
algorithm leads to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 6.2. I f  ~ 5 ~ J ~ { 1, 2 ..... n -- 1 } then 
f,o (]) = fnl (J) > f,2 (J) >~ f,3 (J)/> ' "  >~ f , , ,  --1 ( J )  = f , ,  (J) = 0. 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 5.1 and 6.1. 
7. THE q-ANALOGUE OF THE RECURRENCE RELATION 
We now give fairly natural combinatorial interpretations of the 
q-analogue of (1-1). Recall that an inversion of a permutation a eSP M is a 
pair (i, j) such that 1 ~<i< j ~< n and ~r(i)> a(j). The inversion index of a is 
the number of inversions of a and is denoted by inv(a). 
THEOREM 7.1. (1) For n >~ 2, 
2 q inv(~)=[n] ~ q i'v(~)+(-1)"q(g)" 
ff e En ~ e En-  I 
(2) Forn>ll ,  
2 qinV(*)= Z qimaj(a), 
acE. ~eE, 
where imaj(a) = maj (a-  1). 
Proof (1) Consider the bijection ¢: 5z, --* { 1, 2, ..., n } x 5z,_ t defined by 
letting ~b(a) be the pair (a(n), a'), where a' is obtained from a by removing 
a(n) and reducing the remaining letters. Clearly, a eE~ if and only if 
a 'e  E,_  1 except when a is the decreasing word 3,. We have 
inv(a) = inv(cr') + n - a(n) 
and 
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It follows that 
E qinv(a)= ~ E qinv(~')+n ,+(_ l )nq(~)  
~7 G En i=1 tT' ~ En-  I 
=In]  Z q inv(~)+(-1)"q(~)" 
o-~En_  1 
(2) First we observe that En is the disjoint union of descent classes. 
Next we use Foata's second fundamental transformation ~bwhich is a bijec- 
tion from ~ to ~ that takes maj to inv and preserves ides (cf. [FS, L, 
Sect. 10.6 ] ). Let z: 5~ ~ 5~ be the map i(o-)= a-1. We now have that z o ~b o t 
is a bijection on 5~ which takes imaj to inv and preserves des. It follows 
that the distributions of imaj and inv are the same on any fixed descent 
class or union of descent classes2 I 
The proof of Theorem 7.1 and the bijection of Section 3 form the com- 
binatorial derivation of the recurrence relation (2-2) for the q-derangement 
numbers. 
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